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With almost a 50-year history as a leading high-pressure 

laminate manufacturer, Wilsonart has a decided edge when 

it comes to producing laminate flooring.  Our products reflect

a unique balance of manufacturing excellence and superior

aesthetics that translates across all three flooring lines:

Estate Plus represents the ultimate in high-pressure 

laminate flooring technology and performance.

■ pages 4-15

Classic delivers outstanding performance while 

lending style and comfort to every room in the home.

■ pages 16-29

DuoLink®
offers homeowners the advantages of 

laminate at an affordable price.

■ pages 30-33
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WWhile most people think of laminate flooring as a relatively new

concept, the technology used in Wilsonart Flooring products 

actually dates back to the 1960s when Wilsonart developed

Tufsurf ®, a durable high pressure laminate material that sparked

the initial idea of producing a laminate floor.  Many refinements

and improvements later, Wilsonart Flooring is the preferred brand

of independent retailers and homeowners alike.

Wilsonart Flooring is manufactured with the best materials and

technology available.  It’s a difference you can see, as well as one

you’ll be able to appreciate years from now when your floor still

looks brand new.  But don’t take our word for it.  Listen to the 

people who actually live with Wilsonart Flooring – 98% of them

say they would buy it all over again.

A Legacy of Quality

2 ■ W3000033 Harvest Oak

Floor Fashions
designed to suit every style…

every space… every budget

On the cover: ■ W3000165 Burled Cherry



There’s no place like home…and no other laminate flooring 

quite like Estate Plus.  Our best flooring line combines peak 

performance with an outstanding palette of natural wood and

stone looks to bring you beautiful flooring options that are 

made to endure.

Because you deserve
the very best

4 5■ W3000057 Appalachian Cherry



You’re looking at the perfect floor.

Beautiful, easy to maintain…and made 

to last a lifetime.  But what makes 

Estate Plus our best flooring are all the

“extras” we put into it.  Extras like a

heavy-duty wear layer for increased 

resistance to scuffs, stains and wear.  

An acoustic attenuation layer that

reduces noise.  And the exclusive

Greycore™ for enhanced strength and

moisture resistance.

Estate Plus… in a class
all its own

76 ■ W3000053 Pacific Birch



■ W3000052
Liberty Oak
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Planks

Estate Plus planks are 

so richly detailed, even 

Mother Nature will 

have to look twice!

8 ■ W3000056 Hawaiian Bamboo

■ W3000053
Pacific Birch

■ W3000054
Sunwashed Timber

■ W3000055
Provincial Oak

■ W3000056
Hawaiian Bamboo

■ W3000057
Appalachian Cherry

■ W3000058
Hazelnut Birch



■ W3000059
Golden Maple
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Planks

Whether you fancy a 

vintage, time worn look 

or fresh, sophisticated 

styling, the Estate Plus 

plank palette lends 

elegance and comfort 

to any setting.

10 ■ W3000061 Pecan Oak

■ W3000060
Authentic Maple

■ W3000061
Pecan Oak

■ W3000112
Estate Golden Oak*

■ W3000113
Estate Harvest Oak*

■ W3000146
Estate Maple Blush*

*May not be available in all markets
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Planks

Other floors simply 

pale in comparison to 

Estate Plus. Rich, 

lustrous designs and 

authentic details delight 

even the most 

discriminating 

homeowners.

12 ■ W3000167 Vintage Plank

■ W3000148
Estate Northern Birch*

■ W3000149
Estate Revival Oak*

■ W3000165
Burled Cherry

■ W3000166
Arrow Cherry

■ W3000167
Vintage Plank

■ W3000168
Hickory Wood

*May not be available in all markets



■ W3000170 
Ocean Slate

■ W3000171 
Florentine**

■ W3000172 
San Marino**

■ W3000079
Eastern Quarry

■ W3000080
Western Quarry

■ W3000169 
Kota Slate
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Tiles

Estate Plus tiles bring 

the textures and colors 

of nature indoors – 

along with the comfort,

warmth and easy care 

of laminate.

14 ■ W3000169 Kota Slate Tile designs can have clearly distinquishable shade and pattern variations from tile to tile **Not for commercial use



The name “Classic” says it all.  Our original and 

best-selling Classic flooring line combines quality with

style in a palette that is versatile enough to satisfy any

decorating style. And you should also know that Classic

flooring comes with a 20-year wear, stain, fade and water

damage warranty for built in peace-of-mind.

Quality that's always in style…
Classic Wilsonart®Flooring

16 17■ W3000031 Light Rustic Oak



Sure it’s beautiful – but there’s so much

more to Classic flooring than meets the

eye.  Like the ScuffShield™ high-perfor-

mance wear layer for protection against

scuffs, stains and scratches.  And the

water-resistant high density fiberboard

construction with the penetrating seam

sealant for long-term moisture resistance.

It all adds up to a floor that will deliver

the style and performance you want for

years and years.

Classic beauty
that lasts and lasts

1918 ■ W3000111 Brown Oak
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Planks

Fashions change, but 

true style spans the ages.

That ’s the genius 

behind Classic plank 

designs – timeless looks 

that make themselves 

at home in any setting.

20 ■ W3000110 Mesquite

■ W3000020
Fall Harvest

■ W3000022
Cottage Oak

■ W3000023
Bentwood Oak

■ W3000024
Maple Blush

■ W3000026
Carolina Ash

■ W3000027
Black Cherry

■ W3000029
American Oak

■ W3000030
Planetree Maple
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Planks

Quality you can see and 

feel.  That ’s what makes

Classic flooring such a

favorite with homeowners.

From the beauty that 

lies on the surface…to the 

construction details that

make it a practical choice 

for every room in the house.

22 ■ W3000109 Watermark Maple

■ W3000031
Light Rustic Oak

■ W3000032
Revival Oak

■ W3000033
Harvest Oak

■ W3000035
Maple Sand

■ W3000036
Treasure Wood

■ W3000037
Golden Oak

■ W3000038
Walnut

■ W3000040
Northern Birch
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Planks

Classic flooring offers 

carefree beauty that stands

up to the test of time.  

It won’t yellow, dent or 

tear like vinyl – and, 

unlike wood, it never needs

waxing or refinishing.

24 ■ W3000162 Auburn Walnut

■ W3000041
Oakwood

■ W3000074
Cherry Rose

■ W3000108
Tropical Wood

■ W3000109
Watermark Maple

■ W3000110
Mesquite

■ W3000111
Brown Oak

■ W3000161
White Walnut

■ W3000162
Auburn Walnut



■ W3000090
Verde Fossil

■ W3000091
Capisto Sand

■ W3000092
Ecru Fossil

■ W3000093
Burel Fossil

■ W3000094
Antique Copper

■ W3000095
Renaissance Bronze

■ W3000096
Pueblo Stone

■ W3000097
Cordoba

■ W3000098
Luna Roca

■ W3000099
Northern Sky
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Tiles

Imagine the beauty of

ceramic or natural stone at

your feet.  Then imagine it

without the maintenance

hassles…and with a 

warmer, more comfortable

feel underfoot.  This is

Classic Wilsonart®Flooring.

26 ■ W3000164 Café Milan Tile designs can have clearly distinquishable shade and pattern variations from tile to tile
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■ W3000100
Western Horizon

■ W3000101
Venetian Slate**

■ W3000102
Moroccan Slate**

■ W3000103
Sicilian Slate**

■ W3000104
Sunstone**

■ W3000105
Limestone**

■ W3000106
Greystone**

■ W3000107
Fieldstone**

■ W3000163
Crema Milan

■ W3000164 
Café Milan

Tiles

Simply inspired. 

That ’s how homeowners 

feel when they discover 

the beauty and 

benefits of Classic 

Wilsonart®Flooring tiles.

28 ■ W3000097 Cordoba Tile designs can have clearly distinquishable shade and pattern variations from tile to tile **Not for commercial use



Looking for the benefits of laminate flooring at an entry

level price?  DuoLink® delivers both – along with a palette

of natural wood looks designed to compliment any décor

and the reassurance you’ll gain from a 15-year wear, stain,

fade and water damage warranty.

Timeless style at an 
affordable price                 

30 31■ 9001 Berwick Oak
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Planks

DuoLink offers a 

wide range of 

natural woodgrain 

styles to suit a variety 

of decorating styles.

■ 9012 Richland Oak

■ 9001
Berwick Oak

■ 9012
Richland Oak

■ 9028
Bay Beech

■ 9041
Dunkerton Maple

■ 9043
Manchester Maple

■ 9047
New England Maple

■ 9060
Glenmont Cherry

■ 9066
Historic Cherry

■ 9086
Imperial Chestnut

■ 9095
Century Wood
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No other flooring measures up
The world waited a long time for laminate flooring

and now that it’s here, Wilsonart Flooring is 

committed to providing products that deliver both

superior aesthetics and performance not only

when compared to other laminates, but to other

flooring products as well. 

When you consider all the disadvantages of other

flooring materials that don’t apply to laminate, it’s

easy to see why laminate flooring has quickly

become a popular choice among homeowners:

Wood
■ Easily damaged by sunlight 

■ Susceptible to scratches, burns, dents

■  Swells, warps and spots with prolonged water exposure

■  Requires routine waxing and/or refinishing

Vinyl Tile
■  Easily damaged in high traffic areas 

■  Requires regular waxing and buffing

■  Yellows and discolors with age

■  May require extensive subfloor preparation prior to installation 

■  Limited range of designs and colors

Carpet
■  Signs of wear and traffic patterns become visible over time

■  Retains odors, mold, mildew and other allergens

■  Difficult to clean, easily stained

Ceramic
■  Costly, labor-intensive installation

■  Difficult and expensive to repair/remove

■  Grout is easily stained, requires regular maintenance

Sheet Vinyl
■  Yellows, dents, curls and tears

■  Easily stained and scratched

■  Requires careful subfloor preparation 

■  Even minor subfloor imperfections telescope through to surface

■ W3000108 Tropical Wood



High-Pressure Laminate (HPL) is 

manufactured at 1400 PSI.  In comparison,

Direct Pressure Laminate (DPL) is 

manufactured at 300-500 PSI. Even though

both laminate types are made of the same

basic materials, the pressure used in the

manufacturing process helps determine

both hardness and performance.

All laminate flooring 
is not created equal

B ScuffShield™ PLUS High-Performance 
Wear Layer — an Estate Plus advantage!
• Permaplex® High-pressure laminate construction

• Wear, stain, and fade resistant — even in high-traffic areas

• Crystalline surface promotes design clarity and definition

C Decorative Sheet
• Broad range of today’s most sought-after residential 

design options

D Acoustic Attenuation Layer — 
an Estate Plus advantage!
• Offers superior sound-deadening properties for reduced 

indoor noise 

E Impact Reinforcement Layers
• Offers extra strength and stability under heavy loads

F Penetrating Seam Sealant
• Hot wax-oil emulsion treatment penetrates HDF fibers 

for long-term moisture protection

G Greycore™ — an Estate Plus advantage!
• Combines enhanced strength and moisture resistance 

for demanding environments

H Tap-N-Lock™ Glueless Technology
• Dual-locking tongue-and-groove design offers faster, 

non-angled installation — eliminates “peaking” for 

a smooth, level finish

I LB2® Balancing Layers — 
an Estate Plus advantage!
• Provides additional impact reinforcement to maintain 

structural integrity of individual panels and the overall

installation

B ScuffShield™ High-Performance Wear Layer
• High-pressure laminate construction

• Durable protective surface resists scuffs, stains, and fading

C Decorative Sheet
• Provides a broad range of stunning visuals in both 

woodgrain and natural tile looks

D Phenolic Treated Kraft Sheets
• Helps provide additional impact resistance and sound-

deadening properties

E Penetrating Seam Sealant
• Hot wax-oil emulsion treatment penetrates HDF fibers 

for long-term moisture protection

F Water-Resistant High Density Fiberboard
• Provides improved structural integrity and additional 

moisture protection

G Tap-N-Lock™ Glueless Technology
• Dual-locking tongue-and-groove design offers faster, 

non-angled installation — eliminates “peaking” for 

a smooth, level finish

H Phenolic Treated Kraft Sheets
• Helps provide additional impact resistance and 

sound- deadening properties

I Balancing Layer
• Made from the same HPL material as the flooring’s 

surface, the balancing layer helps keep flooring panels 

level and ensures a better installation

B Wear Layer
• Direct pressure laminate construction

• Resists scuffs, stains, fading

C Decorative Sheet
• Traditional woodgrain styles complement a variety 

of interiors

D High Density Fiberboard
• HDF core material features proprietary edge treatment 

for extra moisture resistance 

E Tap-N-Lock™ Glueless Technology
• Dual-locking tongue-and-groove design offers faster, 

non-angled installation — eliminates “peaking” for 

a smooth, level finish

F Balancing Layer
• Ensures panel integrity and level installation

W
AT E R D A M A G

E

RESIDENTIAL
WARRANTY

W

EAR, STAIN, FADE

17 mil Wear Layer

6 mil Wear Layer

* NALFA Certified

Estate Plus and Wilsonart Classic are among the first

floors in the industry ever to be certified by the North

American Laminate Flooring Association. NALFA is

comprised of numerous suppliers and manufacturers

of laminate flooring. This group subjects flooring 

materials to a comprehensive series of tests for 

resistance to impact, stains, heat, fading, and more.

** Excludes some tile designs which are not 

recommended for commercial applications.

All commercial applications require glue for 

superior performance and warranty.

**

**

Made in
America

Made in
America

A Class All Its Own…   

The Classic Difference!   

Attractive, Affordable Performance
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Which Wilsonart® Flooring
product is right for you?

High-Pressure Laminate Advantages

■  Better impact resistance – no denting

■  Better design clarity – higher sheen levels

■ Better static load capacity – no dimpling

■  High in-carton product integrity – less 

damage in handling, no chipped corners

■ Better wear resistance – fewer scuffs 

and scratches

No matter which Wilsonart Flooring product you choose, you can be assured it will 

incorporate the best materials and technology.  As a leading supplier of high-pressure 

laminate, Wilsonart is one of very few manufacturers who actually make the laminate that’s

used to make the flooring.  This experience — combined with precision engineering and

strict quality control standards — helps ensure our products are the best on the market.

Compare the differences

Wilsonart’s three different product lines assure there’s a flooring product to suit every 

performance and budget requirement.

Feature Estate Plus Classic DuoLink®

High-pressure laminate construction ■ ■

Direct pressure laminate construction ■

Scuff, stain, fade resistant ■ ■ ■

Wear layer 45 mil ScuffShield™ PLUS  17 mil ScuffShield™ 6 mil WearShield

Acoustic attenuation layer ■

Exclusive wax-oil penetrating seam sealant ■ ■

Glueless Tap-N-Lock™ installation system ■ ■ ■

Warranty (wear-stain-fade) Lifetime 20 years 15 years

NALFA certified* ■ ■

45 mil Wear Layer



Acoustic Molding

used as a transition strip in 

conjunction with the .120" thick

Wilsonart Acoustic Cushion

Transition Strip

used to join laminate flooring 

to other flooring materials of 

varying heights

T-Expansion

used in doorways or thresholds to 

join two areas of laminate flooring

End Cap

typically used at exterior doorways 

to finish the space where laminate

flooring ends

Base Board

used to add a custom finish 

along any wall

Quarter-Round

used to cover the expansion 

space left at walls and other 

fixed vertical surfaces

Wilsonart Exclusive 
One Step® Stair Tread

used to finish stair treads. 

Convenient one-piece construction 

for easier installation

Overlap Step Nose (OLS)

used to finish stair edges 

or step down applications

Wilsonart Flooring offers all the trim options you need to add a

stylish finishing touch to your new floor.  Matching laminate trim

is available for all Estate Plus and Classic flooring designs, while

DuoLink® trim pieces are available in coordinating colors.

No, Wilsonart® Flooring isn’t self-cleaning –

but it is as close to “maintenance-free” as 

a floor can get.  The flooring’s hard surface

makes it almost impossible for dirt and

grime to stick to it, so cleanup is usually 

as easy as a quick once-over with an 

electrostatic duster.

For more thorough cleaning, vacuum and

damp mop using one ounce of Wilsonart

Flooring Cleaner in a gallon of warm water.

Refer to the “Stain Removal Guide” for

advice on more difficult challenges.

For: Use:

General cleaning A terry cloth mop & 1 ounce of  

Wilsonart Flooring Cleaner in a 

gallon of warm water

Spot cleaning Wilsonart Flooring Spray Cleaner 

and a soft cloth

Grease, juice, wine Warm water & mild detergent

Crayon, asphalt, dried foods, A dampened clean rag with mineral  

shoe polish, cigarettes, spirits, denatured alcohol or acetone 

nail polish (nail polish and paint remover)

Candle wax, chewing gum Allow to harden, then scrape

with a dull, blunt blade

Important! Never wax, sand, or apply lacquer 
to Wilsonart Flooring.
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Wilsonart Flooring Stain Removal Guide

Finish off your 
floor in style!

Finally–a floor that's 
virtually maintenance-free

What spells trouble for other

floors is “no problem” for

Wilsonart Flooring!

Not even ashes gone astray 

will harm the beauty of

Wilsonart Flooring.

Say goodbye to strenuous

cleaning routines and hello to

more free time!

No more expensive and time-

consuming maintenance–

Wilsonart Flooring never needs

stripping, waxing or sealing!

Wilsonart Flooring Cleaner will help 

protect your new investment and keep it

looking its best with a minimum of effort.

NO PROBLEM
NO PROBLEM



Corporate Headquarters

3301 Center Street

P.O. Box 6110

Temple, TX 76503-6110

www.wilsonartflooring.com

1.800.710.8846

H5000201  ©2004 Wilsonart® Flooring
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■ W3000079 Eastern Quarry  &  
■ W3000080 Western Quarry

The printed designs in this brochure may 

vary slightly in color from the actual products.

Final product selection should be based on

live product samples.


